
Promote fresh airflow in your facility.  

Goff’s Side Seal Bug Door comes with a top valance and a floor sweep 
to form a tight seal against insects. The leading edge is stiffened with a 
fiberglass tube and pliable hem to assure a good seal to the jam.

Mounting hardware is also available for  
increased flexibility & efficiency.

Goff’s Manual Side Seal Bug Doors come delivered with pre-configured track to 
fit your dimensions & layout, with the ability to be reconfigured as needed,  
providing smooth, easy movement of all curtain systems for years to come.

•    Track & hardware is built with durable heavy-duty  
     16 gauge galvanized steel.

•    Side Seals come standard with nylon rollers.

Improve comfort & reduce energy costs.

Significantly reducing heat from the sun while allowing light in, doors 
provide a 65% shade factor, helping to keep your facility cooler longer. 
Improving ventilation increases productivity and comfort.

The most economical screen solution 
for bug-free fresh air!
Side Seal Bug Doors are designed to easily slide open or closed at your 
facility openings, providing natural sunlight and airflow when closed. 
Goff’s Side Seal Bug Doors are the economical solution to promote fresh 
airflow while blocking bugs and pests at your facility openings.

Great for large openings:
Goff’s Side Seal Bug Door provides a complete seal 
when fully closed, and compresses to a small bundle 
when retracted. When open, the included tie-back 
strap holds the curtain tightly bundled to provide 
maximum clearance in your doorway opening.

Goff’s Side Seal Bug Door



Increase Efficiency At Your Loading Dock:

Do you have frequent traffic at your loading docks? Go the extra mile with a Goff’s 
G1 Bug Door to conveniently open and close your dock door with the flip of a switch. 
Maintain shade factor while still allowing natural air flow to improve employee 
comfort. In colder months, you can easily swap out panels for solid vinyl to save on 
heating costs, while preventing your building contents from excessive wind entry.

Goff’s delivers more than you expected.
With over 30 years of experience, the Goff’s team is committed to delivering the 

most reliable and innovative solutions to improve efficiency in your facility.

(800) 234-0337     |     sales@goffscw.com

Easily Installed
Expert installation is available for rapid 

implementation, or included instructions can 
guide your team through our easy to set up 

system. Installation can be scheduled during 
down time for minimal facility interruption.

Guaranteed to Last
Every Goff's Side Seal Bug Curtain comes 

with a 5 year warranty from failure in 
normal use due to defects in material/

workmanship, and a lifetime warranty on 
all track, rollers and hardware.

Here to Help
The Goff’s Customer Care & Tech Support 
team is available to answer any questions 
you have about your curtain wall system, 
making sure you get the most out of your 

investment at your facility.
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MADE IN  USA

Center Cam Lock:

Extends a galvanized steel pin 
into the floor to prevent curtain 
from bowing with wind load.

Wall Bracket:

Stainless steel wall bracket with 
key hole slot fastens door to jam 
to create a secure close and 
prevent blow out.

11 oz Mesh:

11x17 mesh polyester scrim 
provides small openings 
difficult for insects to penetrate.

18 oz Vinyl:
Valance panel constructed with 
18 oz. solid vinyl. Solid vinyl is 
also an option for full curtain.

Improving Productivity Through Flexible Space Separation.


